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PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324164026260054016 (retweet)

Video: “We’re going to have to fight because we want to make sure every legal vote is counted. But it’s just the legal votes that have to be counted, and they should not be voting after the election.” – Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy

Republicans are fighting to make sure that every LEGAL vote is counted accurately.
ONE person, ONE vote.

That means ONE eligible person is allowed to cast & have counted ONE legal vote.

Protecting & defending that treasured American process with transparency, security, trust, integrity & legitimacy is as fundamental & critical an American value as it gets.

7:55 AM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepLeeZeldin/status/1324334582129479680 (retweet)
https://twitter.com/BillStepien/status/13244250444605415425 (retweet)

#stopthesteal #fightthefraud

1:55 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Maricopa County election officials are blocking entrance of Official House Election Observers, as authorized by the Speaker, to execute constitutional responsibilities of overseeing administration of congressional elections. This is an essential part of ensuring fair elections.

---

Dear Secretary Hobbs:

Under the power granted to the House in Article I, Section 5 of the U.S. Constitution to “be the Judge of the Elections, Returns, and Qualifications of its own Members,” the Committee on House Administration of the United States House of Representatives is vested under House Rules with jurisdiction over contested House elections.

Given the narrow margin in the race for the Office of Representative from the Sixth Congressional District of Arizona, the Committee is sending staff to observe the counting of votes in this election and to gather information about the conduct of the election.

The purpose of the observers is solely to gather information with respect to the election should the election later be contested in the House of Representatives. The staff has been instructed that they are to play no formal role in the vote counting process and are to function solely as observers.

The Committee requests your assistance to the staff charged with observing in this information gathering process. Your attention and cooperation in this matter are greatly appreciated. If you have any questions or concerns about ballot counting or recounting, please contact the Committee on House Administration and ask for Cathy Bayes, Chief Legal Counsel for Elections, at (202) 225-8281.

Sincerely,

Rodney Davis
Ranking Member
RT if you agree → Americans deserve transparency and to know their vote is protected.

3:40 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Every *legal* vote must be counted. Free and fair elections are the hallmarks of a free and open society. Fraudulent voting and related activities that subvert our democracy must not be tolerated.

@realDonaldTrump wants every *legal* vote counted. Joe Biden? “Every” vote.

4:41 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/Crawford4Cong/status/1324471555720556544

Rick Crawford @Crawford4Cong · Nov 5, 2020
Just a reminder: The media DO NOT have the power or authority to call elections. FOX included. NOTHING any of them say should be considered official!

Rick Crawford @Crawford4Cong

Replying to @Crawford4Cong

Reporting fraud and illicit activities with voting is critical when every vote counts! Share this site, far and wide, with friends/family so they can report suspicious activity:

- Voter Fraud Report Form
- Formstack Form - Voter Fraud Report Form
- defendyourballot.formstack.com

5:00 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepGosar/status/1324497395242160135 (retweet)

Rep. Paul Gosar, DDS @RepGosar

You do not declare a winner in the middle of the fourth quarter - you do it at the conclusion of the game. There's still a lot of football to be played. Buckle up!

6:42 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Hoax after hoax. Fake impeachments, scandals, and controversies. And yet, this has been in the works for some time and it’s as real as it gets.

Count every legal vote, period. The integrity of our election system is at stake and every American should want nothing less.
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1324525734786965505

Rep Rick Crawford 👤
@RepRickCrawford

So what was the Russia Hoax? It certainly wasn’t anything factual or even remotely truthful. That got coverage for months, it not the better part of three years.

“President Trump, without evidence, claimed the presidential election was corrupt and fraudulent. We stopped the livestream of his remarks early and have removed the video from all of our platforms. Our job is to spread truth — not unfounded conspiracies.

Nicole Carroll, USA TODAY editor-in-chief
about the president’s statements made during a press conference Thursday

8:35 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324566720414101507 (retweet)

**Video:** “They didn’t defeat one Republican incumbent and they lost 15. President Trump won this election so everyone who’s listening, do not be quiet. Do not be silent about this. We cannot allow this to happen before our very eyes. We need to unite together. You don’t need to be a Republican. If you believe in every legal vote needs to count, you believe in the American process, join together and let’s stop this.” – Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy

Republicans will not be silenced.

We demand transparency. We demand accuracy. And we demand that the legal votes be protected.
https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1324734296410755073 (retweet)

Rep Rick Crawford Retweeted

Rep. Jim Jordan • @JimJordan

Now isn’t it convenient how this always seems to happen in Democrat-run cities?

Election integrity!

Kyle Chenchy • @kyledcheney • Nov 6, 2020

NEW: The Postal Service discovered more than 1,000 ballots in Philadelphia facilities and 300 in Pittsburgh on Thursday and is rushing them to election officials ahead of a 5pm Friday deadline, according to a court filing posted just after midnight.

politico.com/news/2020/11/0...
Show this thread

10:24 AM • Nov 6, 2020 • Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1324743603290329088

Rep Rick Crawford • @RepRickCrawford

Illegal ballots and voter fraud doesn’t have to be “widespread” for it to still occur and change/alter election outcomes.

It can happen in enough places that can change elections, plain and simple, and not be “widespread”.

*Only* legally cast ballots should be counted!

11:01 AM • Nov 6, 2020 • Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/HouseGOP/status/1324743908190875648 (retweet)

Rep Rick Crawford Retweeted

House Republicans
@HouseGOP

We must:

Count every legal vote.

Have a transparent process.

Ensure integrity in our election system.

11:02 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepLeeZeldin/status/1324882798864453632 (retweet)

Rep Rick Crawford Retweeted

Lee Zeldin
@RepLeeZeldin

Just got off the phone with President Trump & he still has so much fight in him to make our country greater than ever. He ran such a hard fought campaign, doing 4-5 rallies per day at the end all across the USA. It’s a warrior spirit & determination that’s second to NONE.

8:14 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1325071388072439808

@RepRickCrawford

Fighting tooth and nail against transparency and openness are not the hallmarks of people who believe in free and fair elections. Why would anyone in those states be acting that way if the ballots cast were *legally* cast ballots?

Only legal ballots should be counted.

8:43 AM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1325196006603034624

@RepRickCrawford

It's not the media who decide elections. Neither the punditry who demand someone concedes. It’s the U.S. Constitution that affords Americans the right to vote and a system to ensure that we have free and fair elections. Abdicating those means abdicating the Republic. #transparency

4:58 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/govkristinoem/status/1325462901407289344 (retweet)

Retweeted by Rep Rick Crawford

Governor Kristi Noem
@govkristinoem

We the People choose our government by consent of the governed. We need to ensure that our elections are fair, honest, and transparent.

Al Gore got his day in court. President Trump and the 70 million Americans who voted for him should be afforded the same opportunity.
We can all be assured that Joe Biden - if he is certified to have won the election - will report himself to the FBI for Logan Act violations, correct? After all, it was Joe Biden who suggested such an approach for General Flynn. Seems like the right thing to do!

@brhodes: Biden is already “having phone calls” with foreign leaders about “the agenda they’re going to pursue January 20th”

Show this thread
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1325951340175101952

The Constitution, in many ways, ensures states have more power than the federal government does. It’s where people live, work, and vote. States have the authority and power to ensure elections are done fairly, openly, and transparently. States are where elections are certified.

Andrew Seidman @AndrewSeidman · Nov 9, 2020
Pa House GOP members tomorrow will “call for a legislative-led audit of the 2020 election and demand election results not be certified, nor electors be seated, until the audit is complete,” per news release.

7:00 PM · Nov 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Illegitimate elections start when full accessibility, accounting, and audits are prevented. Half of America’s voting public want it - and America deserves it. The concerns aren’t conspiracies, no matter what the MSM and far left say.

On Electoral Fraud in 2020 - American Greatness
Something strange is going on in the neighborhoods of Pennsylvania. The dead appear to have arisen from the grave to enlist in the Democratic cause. A lawsuit...

Pelosi is refusing to denounce socialism which is a forgone conclusion, at this point. She hasn’t said a word about the massive allegations of fraud and irregularities. Delegitimizing elections are the start of socialist regimes. It’s clear what she supports.
As more and more seats flip to Republicans in the House, it shouldn’t come as any surprise that the *actual* votes Nancy has (the legal ones) for Speaker aren’t there. Americans also look at this and wonder, “How did Joe Biden win?”. Enquiring Americans want to know!

BREAKING: Kevin McCarthy says Nancy Pelosi does not have the votes to remain as speaker.

Show this thread
“Will you urge your supporters to stay calm while the vote is counted, and will you pledge not to declare victory until the election is independently certified?” asked Wallace of Biden at the first presidential debate...

“Yes,” answered Biden.

Biden in September: No Victory Until the Election Is Independently Certified

Chris Wallace asked Biden if he would “pledge not to declare victory until the election is independently certified.” Biden said yes.

8 breitbart.com

7:07 AM - Nov 11, 2020 - Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1327338423502434305

@Rep Rick Crawford
@RepRickCrawford

What’s changed?
Congress not having a duty?
The facts?
No need to protect our Democracy?

@SpeakerPelosi, you can’t have it both ways and whitewash the voices of over 70+ million Americans who have a different opinion than yours.

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1327802805860626432

@Rep Rick Crawford
@RepRickCrawford

The reports, videos, and images of assaults and potentially life-threatening altercations against supporters of President Trump is the furthest thing from unity and healing. Joe Biden’s America - if he ends up being certified - will be dangerous for many, safe for the select.
“Voter fraud isn’t widespread”, they say. “It doesn’t happen enough to change elections”, they’ve clamored. Well, the two state representatives in Arkansas who are in the middle of this may have a different opinion, as well as those who voted.

A box of uncounted ballots has been discovered at the Pulaski County Election Commission. bit.ly/3pzzLtt #arnews
Well, that’s an interesting word choice. We’ve moved from “widespread” to “significant”.

With widespread reports - including Arkansas - of ballot fraud and/or irregularities, it would seem the MSM is still trying to whitewash the voices of 70 million Americans from this election.
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1330164007190339586

Even with the significant and complete whitewashing of the election by the MSM, almost fifty percent (!!) of Americans distrust the election results. This is why we must have transparency and full-faith efforts/audits on the results. Why isn’t Joe Biden asking for this?

* Rasmussen Reports ⬆️ @Rasmussen_Poll · Nov 19, 2020

Forty-seven percent (47%) say it’s likely that Democrats stole votes or destroyed pro-Trump ballots in several states to ensure that Biden would win, but 50% disagree. This includes 36% who say it’s Very Likely and 41% who consider it Not At All Likely... bit.ly/3nQSE1l

9:59 AM · Nov 21, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1336723304292421632 (retweet)

🚨 Rep Rick Crawford Retweeted

Steve Scalise 🔄
@SteveScalise

YouTube just announced they’ll start taking down videos about 2020 election fraud.

Big Tech wants to silence conversations that might hurt their Democrat friends.

Enough. Time for some big changes.

12:24 PM · Dec 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1345484326809591808

Rep Rick Crawford 🔄
@RepRickCrawford

In 2001, 2005, and 2017 (after Pres. Trump was elected), Democrats objected to the election results, and did so *without* being accused of sedition, treason, or high crimes. It’s a Constitutional right we have as legislators, that remains to this day.

Jan 2005 House Debate on Ohio Electoral Vote Objection to G...
JANUARY 6, 2005 | PART OF HOUSE SESSIONDebate on Ohio Electoral Vote ObjectionMembers debated an objection raise... 🎥 youtube.com

4:37 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
"I think it's unrealistic to think that it's going to impact this election but I think it's important that we fight and it's important that even if we don't prevail in this election that we do prevail in ensuring voter integrity in future elections."

"It's not the electors that I question. It's the method by which those electors were chosen," Crawford said to KATV.
Tomorrow, I will be voting in support of the objections being raised about results in some states where significant doubts remain about the process of awarding Electoral Votes. Failing to address this now, as it happens, could have ramifications on future elections.

3:36 PM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
Supporting the Motion to Object is not about rejecting the electors, per se. It’s about challenging the process by which they became electors. Several states seemingly violated their own constitutions via rule making that was not sanctioned by the state legislatures... (2/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
And, by extension, the US Constitution, as it vests the power of our elections to state legislatures, not an election commissioner, Secretary of State, judge, or even a Governor. This dilutes the votes of the citizenry in states like Arkansas - who have played by the rules (3/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
The Constitution makes provisions for these challenges and both chambers of Congress have rules packages governing the implementation of such measures. Affording Congress this ability is more about debating questionable election processes than overturning entire elections. (4/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
Similar challenges were raised against George W. Bush in 2001 and 2005, and the same challenge was raised against President Trump in 2017 - all without the slightest hint of indignation from the media or Democrat Members of Congress. I know many hate the President... (5/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
Republicans included - and just want him gone. In many cases, that hatred has clouded their vision to the extent that his exit from office is all that matters. They’re willing to accept the means to that end, even if it requires looking the other way on how it was achieved. (6/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
We should always endeavor to avoid disenfranchising voters - voting represents personal sovereignty in our Republic. No matter our personal feelings, we should respect the fact that the president is also entitled to the same consideration. (7/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
My motivation is not based on any loyalty to a person/personality. It’s rooted in a loyalty to the U.S. Constitution which serves to ensure our personal sovereignty through our vote. And, this cycle, I’m motivated by a highly flawed electoral process across several states. (8/x)

Rep Rick Crawford @RepRickCrawford · Jan 5
It is my hope that some of this could lead to the involvement of SCOTUS so that future elections don’t see this type of election chicanery again. No matter the perpetrators, it’s wrong. Free and fair elections are worth fighting for, now and in the future. (end)
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1346897633944723460 (during riot)

Rep Rick Crawford ✔
@RepRickCrawford

Just as the riots that engulfed many cities across the country earlier this year, un-peaceful assembly or violent actions against the police/public who are on Capitol grounds is senseless and must stop. Those who are being assaulted are everyone’s safeguard against danger!

2:13 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/tedcruz/status/1346911179042484230 (retweet – during riot)

Ted Cruz ✔
@tedcruz

Those storming the Capitol need to stop NOW.

The Constitution protects peaceful protest, but violence—from Left or Right— is ALWAYS wrong.

And those engaged in violence are hurting the cause they say they support.

3:07 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/Crawford4Cong/status/1347614823639519232

Note: Interview is from day of riot.

Video: [Question: You were one of the few who was contesting that Biden had won. Do you feel like you have contributed in any way to anything that is happening right now?] “No, I’ve been clear about my position on this from the get-go. We try to be very deferential in our language as Members of Congress – at least I know I do. … My language has never been incendiary. And I don’t use that type of language. I don’t incite people to violence, and I don’t espouse policies that would incite people to violence. … I would have never thought that things would escalate that they have today…”

(1/2) It has always been my priority and duty to listen to my constituents of the First District but let me be clear: violence is never the answer and does not hold a place in our democracy.

1:42 PM · Jan 8, 2021 · Twitter Web App

(2/2) It was wrong last year as cities were burning for weeks and months on end, and it’s wrong now - regardless of who is responsible.
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1349021547118415872

@RepRickCrawford

Nancy Pelosi  @SpeakerPelosi · May 16, 2017

Our election was hijacked. There is no question. Congress has a duty to #ProtectOurDemocracy & #FollowTheFacts.

10:52 AM · Jan 12, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1349474255893917696

@RepRickCrawford

Representative Mast, along with myself and many others in Congress and across the country, served in the military so Americans can have freedom of speech, regardless of how repulsive or disgusting it may be.

Daily Caller  @DailyCaller · Jan 13

Jake Tapper:

“Congressman Brian Mast... who lost his legs by the way fighting for democracy abroad, although I don’t know -- about his commitment to it here in the United States”

4:51 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
*This* is the very reason we need a bipartisan commission on what happened last week so Americans can have honest information and be fully informed. With this report, it’s clear that Big Tech has more than a few answers to give and given their actions, accountability to many. 👇

BREAKING: Feds say Capitol attack coordinated in part on Twitter. @apple @google @amazon declining to cut service to social media site involved in 1/6...
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1349545715199049728

Rep Rick Crawford
@RepRickCrawford

This is why a bipartisan commission is critical - so the American people can better understand what happened and how it happened. If Nancy Pelosi slows this in any way, she must explain why and for what reasons, without delay.

CNN @CNN · Jan 13
Evidence so far, including weapons and tactics seen on surveillance video, suggests a level of planning that has led investigators to believe the US Capitol riot was not just a protest that spiraled out of control, a federal law enforcement official says cnn.it/3nNTlmc

9:35 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepRickCrawford/status/1352747335353307136

All violence is unacceptable violence. Why wouldn’t the administration condemn violence against private property, including the Democratic Party of Oregon? “Monitoring” such violence is soft-soaping what’s been going on for months. It’s wrong no matter who is behind it.

@DailyCaller • @DailyCaller • Jan 22

Jen Psaki is asked about the ongoing violence in Portland and Seattle:

“I haven’t spoken with him specifically about those events but it’s something our national security team, homeland security adviser is closely monitoring.”

---

5:37 PM • Jan 22, 2021 • Twitter for iPhone

---